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Abstract— This paper pays a great attention to resolving the
contention problem in Optical Burst Switching (OBS) networks
using wavelength converters. Not only the traffic load that leads
to burst collision, but also other factors are incorporated. In
order to calculate the blocking accurately, a time-slot analytical
method is presented. Numerical results for the steady state
throughput and the average burst loss probability are presented
under different traffic scenarios. Due to the high cost of the
wavelength converters, optimum values for the wavelength
conversion capability in the node are reached which provide
minimum burst loss probability.
Index Terms— Optical Burst Switching (OBS); Just-In-Time
(JIT); Just-Enough-Time (JET); Time Slot; Blocking;
Wavelength Conversion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) represents an
intermediate solution between Optical Circuit Switching
(OCS) and Optical Packet Switching (OPS), and combines
the best of both techniques while avoiding their drawbacks
[1—5]. OBS can support bursty traffic generated by upper
layers. The burst is the basic switching unit in OBS
networks. All optical internet will be realized by
implementing IP software over WDM optical layer
(IP/WDM) [6]. The main idea in the OBS paradigm is the
separation between the data and control planes. Therefore,
the control packet (header) is sent on a dedicated control
channel, and after a prespecified offset time, the data burst
(payload) is sent on a data channel [5]. This offset time
should be sufficient in order to avoid the need for optical
buffers in OBS core nodes. As a consequence, the data burst
is transferred in a cut-through manner towards its
destination [7]. Just-In-Time (JIT) and Just-Enough-Time
(JET) are the two most common reservation protocols for
OBS networks [8—10]. The major difference between them
is in the resources reservation time. The reservation process
is immediately in JIT, while it is delayed process in the case
of JET. In order to make the proposed model valid for both
JIT and JET, a virtual increase in the burst length is assumed
in the case of JIT whereas no increase to the actual burst
length is considered in the case of JET protocol [6].
The contention problem is considered the major
problem in OBS networks. Resource contention arises
whenever two or more bursts, overlapping in time, arrive at
a core node and require the same wavelength at the same
output fiber. Various techniques are introduced for
contention resolution in the literature such as wavelength
conversion [11], fiber delay line [12], burst segmentation
[13], and deflection routing [14]. The focus of this paper is
on resolving the contention problem using wavelength
converters based on time slot analysis. Various architectures

exist for OBS core node depending on the distribution of the
Tunable Wavelength Converters (TWCs). The Share-PerNode (SPN) architecture comprises a single converter pool
for converter sharing across all fiber lines [15]. The SharePer-Line (SPL) architecture allows separate TWCs per
output fiber [16]. The mathematical model introduced in this
paper is based on the Dedicated-Per-Input-Line (DPIL)
architecture; that is, each TWC is dedicated to a certain
wavelength channel [6]. Of course, the OBS core node
doesn't support Full Wavelength Conversion (FWC)
capability due to its unaffordable cost. Instead, Partial
Wavelength Conversion (PWC) is implemented which
reduces the burst dropping probability compared to No
Wavelength Conversion (NWC). Recalling that when a
resource contention occurs between two or more bursts, only
one burst can be forwarded successfully [17]. This means
that the traffic load is not the only reason for burst collision,
but there are other factors such as the arrival and service
rates, burst length, time slot length, and so on [18]. It can be
illustrated from Fig. 1 that there is a probability for a
contending burst to arrive and is completely served before
the slot Sv starts, as will be explained later. This scenario
depends mainly on the size of the slot Si , and this
assumption makes the proposed model more accurate than
previous models. Two performance measures are evaluated;
namely, the steady state throughput and the average burst
loss probability. Also, optimum values for the number of
wavelength converters are obtained at different traffic
scenarios in order to achieve minimum burst dropping
probability. In order to make the proposed model tractable
mathematically, the probability that the contending burst
arrives in the slot Si and is not completely served before Sv
starts is not considered.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, a description of our proposed model is presented. Section
III is devoted to the numerical results of the derived
performance measures. Finally, our conclusion is given in
section IV.
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Generally, the core nodes represent the major
contribution in the burst loss in an OBS network, in contrast
to the edge nodes in which cheap electronic buffers can be
used. For simplicity, the burst blocking case of two channels
is considered. The following notation is used (Bij), where i is
the channel number and j is the burst number. For example,
B21 represents the 1st burst coming on the 2nd channel. Lets
denote S for the inter-arrival time between B11 and B12 [19].
Fig. 1 illustrates the period S which is divided into two slots;
valid slot Sv and invalid slot Si, where S= Sv + Si.
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Fig. 2. No arrivals within S.

Fig. 1. Burst blocking model for 2-channels.
If B11 succeeded in reserving a specific wavelength, any
contending burst with it will be discarded. However, after
dividing the period S into 2-slots, only the contending bursts
coming during the valid slot Sv will be discarded. Therefore,
this slot is called valid because it is valid to consider these
contending bursts for calculating the burst loss probability.
It is probable for a burst to arrive and is completely served
before the slot Sv starts. As a consequence, this period is
called invalid slot Si. That is due to the fact that it is invalid
to consider these bursts when calculating the burst loss
probability. The probability of occurrence for this scenario
depends on the average traffic arrivals (λ), the size of the
slot Si, and the length of the contending burst (L).
Assume both the service time and the inter-arrival
time between any two bursts are negative exponential
distribution. For Ti is the inter-arrival time between B(2)(i)
and B(2)(i+1), we set TM the mean value of Ti. Also, the burst
length (L) is assumed to be fixed (L=50 time units). In OBS
network, it may be non-convenient with the bursty nature of
the traffic at all time scales, but actually it may be logic to
deal with the burst length by its Gaussian distribution [20].
The number of arrivals (k) within the S period can
be calculated by applying the following conditions on each
arriving burst:a) (TM—L) ≥ S :- no arrivals within S, as depicted in figure
(2).
b) (TM—L) < S :- an arrival within S, and this arrival may
be within Sv or Si depending on the
following conditions:i.
(TM + L) > S :- an arrival within Sv, as depicted in
figure (3).
ii.
(TM + L) < S :- an arrival within Si, as depicted in
figure (4).
The probability of k-arrivals within S is given by [19]:

Psk  Pr .{(TM  L)  S}  1  e  k S
(1)
where ρ=λ/µ is the traffic load of a channel, λ is the mean
arrival rate, and µ=1/L is the service rate. Depending on the
results obtained in [19], and by fitting the values of PS1 on ρ
v
yields:PS1v  0.1786 2  0.5893  0.007143

(2)

From the regression analysis, the norm of residuals equals
1.3X10-16.

Fig. 3. An arrival within Sv.

Fig. 4 An arrival within Si.
In order to deal properly with the DPIL core node
architecture, only u wavelengths, from the set of available
wavelengths w, can be converted to any other free
wavelength. The remaining (w–u) wavelengths are
nonconvertible. The node conversion capability can be
defined as  

u
. If γ=0, the incoming burst will be blocked
w

if it arrives within the Sv slot and of course the required
wavelength is busy. The incoming burst will succeed if it
requires a free wavelength or it arrives within Si slot i.e.
completely served before the required wavelength is
occupied again. On the same way, when (0<γ<1), the
incoming burst will be blocked if it arrives within Sv slot
and the required wavelength is nonconvertible. If the node
has full wavelength conversion capability (γ=1), the w
wavelengths are fully accessible. It is important to note that
it is not a practical case due to the unaffordable cost of
having w wavelength converters at the core node. Due to the
lack of optical random access memory, there is no buffering
capability at the core node, and consequently the queue
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length equals zero. This means that the maximum number of
users in the system is w.
STATE DIAGRAM
Here, the state diagram representing the model is
presented. Two cases exist depending on the number of
wavelength converters used. The 1st case is when there is no
wavelength converter (γ=0), and the other is when the core
node is equipped with wavelength converters (0<γ≤1).
1st case
Figure 5 illustrates the state diagram of an OBS core node
when (γ=0). The state k where k ϵ {0, 1, 2, …………, w}
represents the node when it is currently serving exactly k
bursts.

Fig. 5. State diagram of an OBS core node when (γ=0).
This state diagram represents a birth-death process of the
Markovian model of M/M/w/w queue with adjusted birth
rate [18]. The birth rate is adjusted as follows:probability that an arrival arrives in Si slot +Birth rate =
arrival rate x
probability that an arrival arrives in Sv slot
x
Probability that this arrival requests a free wavelength
In addition, the death rate from state k to state k-1 is set to
kµ because the service rate of a burst is directly proportional
to the number of busy wavelengths in this state k.

average burst loss probability Pb. This analysis is performed
in the 2-cases explained in the previous part.
1st case
The steady state probability π k can be evaluated in
terms of π0 by writing the cut equations for the state diagram
in Fig. 5.
  PS1 0

k  
k 1
 k1! (  ) k PS1[(PS1 ) k 1  ( PS1 ) k 1  ( ww i )] 0
i
v
i 1


(3)

The value of π0 can be easily obtained due to the fact that
the sum of all state probabilities equals one. Then,
substituting by π0 into eq.(3), the steady-state probability πk
can be evaluated as follows: P1

 S

  1 w 1  j 1 1 j 1
1 j 1 j 1 wi
( w )]
1   PS  j2 j! (  ) PS [(PSi )  ( PSv ) i
1

k  
(4)
k 1
1 (  ) k P1 [(P1 ) k 1  ( P1 ) k 1  ( wi )]

S
Si
Sv
k! 
w
i 1

  1 w 1  j 1 1 j 1
1 j 1 j 1 wi
( w )]
1   PS  j2 j! (  ) PS [(PSi )  ( PSv ) i
1


The steady-state system throughput β is the average
number of successfully served burst arrivals by the node
within a time interval equal to the burst duration, and can be
calculated as:

w
 k . k
k 1

(5)

The average burst loss probability Pb is the
probability that a burst arrival is being blocked or dropped
on the average, and can be calculated as follows:Pb  1 w1   2

2
w

 ............   w1 ww1   w 

w
i
 i
w
i 1

(6)

2nd case

2nd case

Figure 6 illustrates the state diagram of an OBS
core node when (0<γ≤1). The birth rate is adjusted as
follows:probability that an arrival arrives in Si slot +probability
that an arrival arrives in Sv slot x
Birth rate = arrival rate x probability that this arrival
requests a free wavelength +
probability that an arrival
arrives in Sv slot x probability that this arrival requests a
busy wavelength x probability that the requested wavelength
is convertible In addition, the death rate from state k to state
k-1 is also set to kµ.

Similarly, and from Fig. 6, the steady-state
probability πk can be evaluated as follows: P1

 S

  1 w 1  j 1 1 j 1
1 j 1 j 1 wi i
1   PS  j2 j! (  ) PS [(PSi )  ( PSv ) i1 ( w  w )]

k  
(7)
k 1
1 (  ) k P1 [(P1 ) k 1  ( P1 ) k 1  ( wi  i )]

S Si
Sv
k! 
w
w
i 1

  1 w 1  j 1 1 j 1
1 j 1 j 1 wi i
1   PS   j! (  ) PS [(PSi )  ( PSv )  ( w  w )]
j 2
i 1


The steady-state system throughput β can be
calculated also from eq.5 while substituting for the steadystate probability πk from eq.7. The average burst loss
probability Pb can be calculated as follows:Pb   1 w1 (1   )   2

w 

Fig. 6. State diagram of an OBS core node when (0<γ≤1).
3. MODEL EQUATIONS
In this part, mathematical analysis is performed to
evaluate two performance measures from the model;
namely, the steady-state system throughput β and the

2 (1   )  ..........
..   w 1 ww1 (1   )   w
w

w 1
i
  i (1   )
w
i 1

(8)

4. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A simulation work is performed to validate the proposed
model assuming Poisson traffic arrivals to the node. The
throughput is measured by counting the number of
successfully served bursts by the node. A constant burst
length of 50 time units is assumed in all measurements. It is
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logic to consider the burst length fixed by dealing with the
mean of its Gaussian distribution [20].
Both the steady-state system throughput and the average
burst loss probability derived above have been calculated
under different network parameters. Our results are plotted
in Fig. (7—13). In Fig. 7, the steady-state throughput β has
been plotted versus the average traffic arrivals λ at different
values of node conversion capability γ representing both the
results of our proposed model and that of simulation

assuming the availability of 16 wavelengths. General and
expected trends of the curves can be noticed. Of course, the
throughput increases as the conversion capability increases.
Fig. 7 illustrates a good consistency of the proposed model
with that of simulation for a wide range of traffic arrivals.
The proposed model presents higher values of throughput
compared to previous model proposed by Morsy et. al. [6]
especially for (γ=0).

Fig. 7. Steady-state throughput versus average traffic arrivals for both proposed model and simulation at different values of
node conversion capability.
Increasing the no. of wavelength converters used is not a
practical solution for the contention problem due to its
unaffordable cost. Therefore, this solution is not acceptable.
The other way to increase the node resources is to increase
the no. of available wavelengths. In order to solve the
problem in a fair manner, Shalaby [21] proposed a criterion
that is based on the following equation:2w
w  1 0
(9)
where w0 is the initial no. of available wavelengths and w is
the no. of wavelengths at this value of γ. As a consequence,
increasing the node conversion capability will be at the

expense of decreasing the available no. of wavelengths and
vice versa. Depending on the above criterion, the steadystate throughput has been plotted in Fig. 8 versus the
average traffic arrivals for different node conversion
capabilities. The tradeoff between the degree of conversion
capability and the no. of wavelengths is clearly illustrated in
that figure. Increasing the node conversion capability is
preferable for low traffic arrivals, while increasing the no. of
wavelengths is more effective for high traffic arrivals.
Therefore, for each value of average traffic arrivals, there is
an optimum value for node conversion capability.
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Fig. 8. Steady-state throughput versus average traffic arrivals for different values of node conversion capability and a
constraint on the no. of available wavelengths and wavelength converters.
In Figs. (9, 10), the burst loss probability Pb has been plotted
versus the node conversion capability at different values of
average traffic arrivals. As we mentioned earlier, there is an
optimum value of γ for each value of λ, which provides a
minimum value of burst loss probability at the node. It is
obvious that optimum values of γ decrease with the increase

of λ. This is due to the fact that for high traffic, most
available wavelengths are busy and the wavelength
converters become quite useless. At the contrary, for low
traffic, adding wavelength converters greatly solves the
contention problem. This fact can be illustrated in Fig. 11.

Fig. 9. Burst loss probability versus node conversion capability at λ=0.4 & 0.7 & 1 preserving a constraint on the no. of
available wavelengths and wavelength converters.
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Fig. 10. Burst loss probability versus node conversion capability at λ=1.2 & 1.5 & 2 preserving a constraint on the no. of
available wavelengths and wavelength converters.

Fig. 11. Optimum values of node conversion capability versus average traffic arrivals preserving a constraint on the no. of
available wavelengths and wavelength converters.
Finally, in Figs. (12, 13), we compare the burst loss
probability Pb calculated from our proposed model equations
those calculated in [6] by Morsy et. al. for γ=0.5 and 1
respectively. It is clear from the figures that our proposed
model provides lower and more accurate values for burst

loss probability. However, the discrepancy between the two
models goes smaller for high traffic arrivals. In this case, the
Si slot becomes very small such that an incoming burst
cannot be completely served before Sv slot begins.
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Fig. 12 Burst loss probability versus average traffic arrivals at γ=0.5 for both proposed and previous models.

Fig. 13. Burst loss probability versus average traffic arrivals at γ=1 for both proposed and previous models.

4. CONCLUSION
A new accurate mathematical model has been
proposed to evaluate the performance of a core node
equipped with wavelength converter pool in optical burst
switched networks. Two performance measures have been
calculated; namely, the steady-state throughput and the burst
loss probability. Numerical results are presented at different
network parameters. Better performance and more accurate
values are obtained from our proposed model. Increasing the
node conversion capability is preferable for low traffic

arrivals, while adding more wavelengths is preferable for
high traffic arrivals. For each value of traffic arrival rate, an
optimum value of node conversion capability is obtained
which provides minimum loss probability.
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